Abstract: Geometry based knot tying simulation of rope was implemented. The rope was modeled as a series of rigid links and FTL (Follow the Leader) algorithm was used for its deformation. Cylinders were drawn as the rigid links and also as detecting units for the rope's collision detection. The radius of cylinders could be changed to model different ropes. In our collision detection, an improved AABB bounding box algorithm was adopted to accelerate collision detection. The method proposed can process rope's self collision and collision between rope and other rigid objects. The collision distance parameter was set to implement the equivalent friction. Users could grab a head node of the rope and control it moving by using haptic device. And all the other nodes' positions were calculated according to their current ones and neighbors'. Finally the results of the simulation were given and discussed. The model is a real time one and has equivalent physical properties.
INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality is one of the fastest developing technologies of information technology in recent years. It is regarded as the three best-prospect computer technologies with multimedia technology and network technique [1] .Virtual Reality takes advantage of computer to simulate a three-dimensional virtual world, providing users with simulated sense of vision, hearing, touch and so on. In this way, feelers can observe the objects in any time and perspective, without any restrictions.
In the background of Virtual Reality, how to simulate ropes and knot tying can be used in industrial machinery design. For example, automatic strapping machines of bank notes, automatic knot-tying machine of kelp, automatic suture knot-tying machines for minimally invasive surgery and the like. Moreover, in 3D games, slender lines can also be modeled to make graphs more true to life, such as hair fluttering and fabric sewing [2] . The study of knot-tying simulation can be divided into two types: physically-based simulation and geometrical features based simulation.
The former one includes kinematics simulation and dynamics simulation, both using physical approaches to describe the rope's attributes and model it. As a result, these models are all with high veracity. For example, in 2002 Dinesh K. Pai. proposed a model to establish a thin and flexible body based on Cosserat Rod theory [3] . He represented the thread by a space curve and described its shape after torsion and bend by solving dynamics equations. In 2007, Spillmann, J. add FEM into Cosserat theory [4] , thus making the model more realistic. Besides, Moll Mon et al raised a path planning strategy of flexible lines according to the least energy loss principle [5] . It gets the positions of the line by defining its rotation stress equations. In 2008, Fuhan Shi et al used FEM models to simulate sutures [6] . Phillips et al used a spring-mass model with adaptive segmentation capabilities to simulate rope knotting in 2002 [7] . However, these models have a problem that real time was insufficient because of large cost of computation and solving complex equations.
Geometry based methods model the rope by using mathematical equations, which have good characteristic of real-time but lack physical properties. Joel Brown put forward a method based on geometry in 2004, in which a string of continuous cylinders are used to represent a rope, using a algorithm called FTL(Follow The Leader) [8] . Besides, it also applies a series of constraint conditions to hold characteristics of the rope. In addition, a multipoint line is used on behalf of the linear shape by Zhang Hui [9] .They controlled the line's shape by a series of discrete points, with an aim of obtaining the length of the rope and its path information. Huang Mingji et al applied B-Spline into their model and created a realistic model [10] .
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But this method can only simulate certain levitating ropes whose two endpoints are fixed and without a length constraint. Jian Huang et al solved problems involving rope's deformations by differential geometry methods [11] , getting the starting point through the global coordinate system. Next, acquire the relationship between every two neighbor points on the rope in local coordinate system and finally the whole rope is gotten.
In this paper, we mainly pay attention to the rope's movement, so the real-time performance is considered. FTL geometric algorithms can be easily implemented without large amount of computations which also has the benefits of high real-time performance. What's more, it can describe the movement of the rope. So FTL algorithm is used to achieve a rope knot simulation, while adding the equivalent friction and constraints into the model to solve the disadvantages of a lack of physical characteristics.
II. MODEL OF THE ROPE
In this paper, the rope with a length of L is separated into a plurality of discrete particles. A rigid rod with length of l connects each two particles .Therefore, the complete rope is represented by all connected rigid rods. Each particle is numbered as ( 
, and the i 'th rod links i 'th and 1 i  'th particle. However, we can't reflect the attribute of rope's width only using some linked segments.In order to make it up, we draw a cylinder outside every rigid rod as seen in " Fig.1 ", where the cylinder has a radius of r . When the position of rope's particles change, redrawn their cylinders accordingly. In this way, the model has a better sense of reality. Moreover, it is possible to simulate different types in other applications with a changeable radius of cylinders that is the width of the rope. The rope modeling process can be divided into following steps:  Grab a particle of the rope as a head node. 
A. Grab the head node
From micro perspective, rope's movement is exactly the changing positions of particles in our model. We grab a node in the rope model as the head node of rope's movement and control it so as to move all the nodes in the model which represent the string position.
In this experiment, a certain particle's coordinates are obtained in three-dimensional space through the mouse. In fact we can only get two-dimensional coordinates of the mouse on the screen, so we have to calculate its threedimensional ones. After that, take the node which is nearest to the mouse's coordinates as our head node, then drag the rope to move.
B. The implementation of FTL algorithm
The article utilize FTL algorithm to calculate the rope's movement. Suppose that a particle i N is grabbed as the head node, while i N controls the whole line's motion. The mouse drag Ni to a new position, then we compute the rest particles' new location by using the algorithm. Each particle comes toward the current position of the previous particle, but keep a distance of l . Assume that the particle 
Similarly, in the other direction that is downward direction, each time k decreases 1, while these particles' positions are calculated by the same method. The calculation formula is as follows: The calculation of the rope in two directions will stop when encountering the end of the rope or one another point captured by mouse(there can be multiple head nodes).Between two adjacent head nodes i and j , the algorithm will be implemented twice, respectively from 1 i  to j and 1 j  to i , and the new positions of the other particles between the two head nodes equal to the average of two calculation results of particles' positions.
C. Collision detection
In this paper the rope model will draw cylinders outside of the line segment. As a result, the phenomenon occurs that cylinders penetrate each other or the rope penetrates other objects. Therefore, self-collision detections need to be done for the rope as well as collision detections for the rope and other objects around, in case that the rope will penetrate thus leading to model distortion.
In our detection, the collision detection unit is a long strip regular cylinder, whose radius and height are already known. So we can use AABB bounding box method to perform the detection. For the cylinder i and j, within each time step calculate the minimum distance between line segment At this moment the solution is pushing the two cylinders outward to a certain distance to make d exceed 2r . In order to improve the detection rate of collision, we proposed using an improved AABB collision detection algorithm which was put forwarded by Gao Yuqin [12] . After the exclusion of the impossible colliding objects , the rest objects will be built for an AABB tree in specific depth , and then traverse the all points of AABB's sub box ,finally we rebuild a bounding box which is closer to the objects. This method can do contribution in narrowing the range of detection, reducing the computational complexity and improving the detection rate.
First Z . Actually this box is the root node of the binary tree. Next, subdivide the original bounding box and construct an AABB bounding box. That is making a space division of the box at father node according to the particles on the rope, recursively build two AABB trees from top to bottom.
As we can see in " Fig.3 ,in each recursive process, the number of particles of the rope surrounded by AABB box bounding divide the bounding box into two halves, and then traverse the points belonging to two bounding box ,finally reconstruct the bounding box to make it closer to objects. After structuring binary tree, we detect two child nodes of the tree recursively. If collision is not found on a node, then stop detecting the child nodes of this node, because it has been determined at this time there is no collision on this node. If you find this node collision exists, it must continue to do the detection recursively until the leaf node is detected. When a collision is detected two cylinders were obtained segments  is a non-negative parameter.
In fact, there will be friction generated between the colliding ropes, but the FTL algorithm is based on geometry instead of the mechanics. So we set constraints in the vertex of the segment which is covered by cylinder to simulate the effect of friction. It can be adjusted by the parameters  in equation (6) to control the volume of equivalent friction [13] . The greater  is the smaller friction becomes. If a vertex collides with a number of vertices, then the final position of the vertex is equal to the average adjusted distance of all its collision vertices. The collision detection of rope and other rigid objects are similar to the above procedure. It's also started traversing from the root node of the AABB level tree. If the node at present doesn't intersect with the rigid body, then stop traversing. If not, continue traversing the two child nodes of the current node recursively and the intersection test until encounter the leaf nodes. Finally, checkout if the rope vertex of the leaf node collide with the rigid body [14] . Adjust rope's location when collision occurs.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We write the program in C++ language and construct a circumstance of OpenGL. FTL algorithm and collision detection were well combined in our program. We set a right parameter  in collision detection to simulate friction, which can be reflected in our program. When we drag the rope, if collision occurs,  decides how far rope's particles move.
A. Knot tying of the rope
We implemented the knot tying simulation without any another rigid bodies. In this experiment, rope's collision detection of itself was used. The first node of the rope was grabbed by the mouse and leaded it to move and knot. When moving, the rope can't pass through itself. In short, the program runs well as we can see in " Fig. 4 ": Figure 4 . Simulation of knot tying.
B. Revolve around the pillar
In this program, a pillar was added, and we grabbed the first node to make it move around the pillar. While moving, we detected rope's self collision and that between the rope and the pillar. 
C. Knot tying around the pillar
Some changes were made based on the simulation above. The rope moved and also knotted around the rope. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we successfully simulated knot tying model. A geometry based algorithm (FTL) was applied and an improved collision detection method was executed. And the model has a strong real-time property. Besides, we set a collision parameter to achieve equivalent friction and it plays a very good effect. However, the model still lacks physical characteristics. In future studies, physical models combined with geometry methods will be considered to enhance the rope's physical reality.
